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Resources for “Fortitude”
Read
A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich by Alexander Solzhenitsyn. This is a modern classic by
an acclaimed Russian novelist who spent a
number of years in a Soviet Gulag. Though
fiction, the story is based on the author’s own
struggle for survival.
Giants in the Earth by O.E. Rolvaag. Norwegian
immigrants who settled at the Eastern edge of
the Great Plains faced many hardships as they
“busted sod” for their farms and weathered
locust plagues and blizzards. This is their story.
Path Without Destination by Satish Kumar.
The Indian author belongs to the Jain religion, whose members practice “non-harm”
of ahimsa. With little money or assistance
Kumar sets out on foot on a personal peacepilgrimage from India to Paris.
Committee of One by Patricia M. Holt. Leila
Wahbeh, a Palestinian, is the “committee”
who works tirelessly to improve conditions
for others living in sprawling Jordanian refugee
camps. The author is a former member of FUS.

Watch
Steel Magnolias - features several strong and
feisty Louisiana women who faithfully support
one another through times of conflict, social
unrest and personal grief.
The Pianist - follows the trials and travails of
a concert artist caught up in the Nazi reign
of persecution during World War II. Based
on a true story.
Prefontaine - was one of America’s greatest
middle-distance runners. A tragic accident
cut his life short, but “Pre” as he was known
won plaudits for his rigorous race preparation
and gutsy performances.
Wild Hearts Can’t Be Broken - is an engaging
family-film about a young woman who joins
a traveling stunt show and works tirelessly
to become a star performer – until a serious
injury threatens her future.

Resources for Children
Cloudette by Tom Lichtenheld
Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun by Maria Dismondy
Creepy Carrots by Aaron Reynolds
What Was I Scared Of? by Dr. Seuess
Wemberly Worried by Kevin Henkes
Scaredy Squirrel by Melanie Watt

Courage by Bernard Waber
Don’t Worry Bear by Greg Foley
The Big Wave by Pearl Buck
Kids with Courage by Barbara A. Lewis
Secret of the Peaceful Warrior by Dan Millman
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Re v . E l a t i o n s

by Mic hael A. Sc huler, Senior Minister

March seems like an appropriate month to focus on
a theme like fortitude. Here in the upper Midwest
we’ve endured several months of cold, inclement
weather and by the time the “Ides” arrive most
of us are more than ready for milder conditions.
Initially at least, March doesn’t provide much in the
way of relief, making it necessary for us to call forth
whatever patience, sure-footedness and hardiness
we still have in reserve.
Fortitude is a virtue that is commonly ascribed to
individuals who have faced adversity, or responded
to major challenges with determination, pluck and
moral fiber. It is the resolve to stay in the game
rather than throw in the towel. It’s not unusual for
someone who exhibits this trait to be lauded as a
“person of character.” In recent years, the absence
of fortitude has become something of an issue
among followers of professional tennis. Rather
than complete a match in which they have fallen
behind, an increasing number of players have simply
resigned, content to collect a paycheck while sparing themselves further effort. Barring an injury, this
is at the very least immature and unsportsmanlike.
But the controversy did get me to thinking more
critically about the virtue in question. In doing so
I’ve just about concluded that, like so many oncemeaningful words in the English language, fortitude
has been degraded through overuse. For example,
the term has often been applied to endurance athletes, like marathon runners and triathletes. To me,
it seems too high a compliment to pay to someone
who truly enjoys the competition and the athletic
discipline. Over the many years I trained for and
ran marathons, I can only recall a handful of times
when I was running on an empty tank and literally
willed myself across the finish line. Most of the
time, and despite the physical exertion, I felt more
exuberance than pain.

Michael

This summer I retire after serving in the
parish ministry for forty years. Yes, there were
discouraging periods when I needed to dig
deep and engage in some serious professional
reassessment. But these were relatively rare
occurrences and typically of short duration.
Even when times were tough I believed in the
value of what I was doing and had sufficient
confidence to find my way around or through
the rough places. The work has been its own
reward and led to a lot of personal growth.
For me at least, it didn’t require much in the
way of true fortitude.
Perseverance better describes the resource
I’ve drawn upon in running races and leading
congregations. Fortitude belongs to those
who are made of sturdier stuff - the Nelson
Mandela’s and Sojourner Truth’s of the world.
Or just maybe a Kathrine Switzer, the first
woman to run the Boston Marathon (illegally)
who then came back fifty years later to run it
again (legally) last April.
In light of the forgoing, perhaps fortitude isn’t
the most apt word we can use as the messy
month of March looms before us. What’s
needed is the capacity to bear both pleasant
and unpleasant conditions with a measure
of equanimity. The proper word for that is
stoicism.

“You’ll be bothered from time to time by storms, fog, snow.
When you are, think of those who went through it before you, and say to yourself,
‘What they could do, I can do.’”
~ Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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From the President

b y J o e K r e m e r , P r e s i d e n t , F U S B o a r d o f Tr u s t e e s

Sometimes change is hard, very hard. Sometimes
to emerge from change, especially to come out of
it better off, requires fortitude. Change is in order
when we recognize that something is not right, and
often that means facing the reality that what we have
chosen to do may not be the best option. Sometimes
this recognition comes from an internal feeling of discontent with the status quo. Sometimes an external
source - a friend, partner or even children – brings
the need for change to our awareness (Prior to having
two young boys, I never realized the amount of forced
self-reflection that is built in to parenthood.)
Later this month FUS is welcoming the Rev. Dr.
Thandeka to assist us in exploring race relations,
implicit bias and to coach us in ways we can integrate
a theme of “Love Beyond Belief” into our worship
services, programming and institutional structures.
How and why is this happening now? Several months
ago Thandeka reached out to our Senior Minister,
asking us to consider participating in an innovative
transformational program she had recently developed.
Excited by what she had to offer, Michael brought the
proposal to the Board of Trustees who, after considerable reflection, warmly endorsed it.
The nine days Thandeka will be with us is going to
be an exciting time during which our community will
have the opportunity to reflect, grow and potentially
initiate change. What that “change” will be depends
greatly on us. The Rev. Dr. Thandeka is prepared to
offer us an opportunity, not a prescription. How
many of our various voices participate in the work-

Joe

shops she will lead, and are then willing to carry forward what we have
learned, will determine the success of
this enterprise. This is a wonderful
opportunity for our community to
come together and begin a discussion
on how we can change. Following is
a link to a list of programs for the
Rev. Dr. Thandeka’s nine days on the
FUS campus: www.fusmadison.org/
thandeka.
Our time with Thandeka may last
a bit over a week, but the intent
is to begin a process we can carry
forward and gradually integrate into
our community. I am looking forward
to seeing what comes out of this
opportunity to learn and grow.

Please reach out with questions or comments: fuspres@gmail.com

“You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in which
you really stop to look fear in the face. . .
You must do the thing you think you cannot do.”
~ Eleanor Roosevelt
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The Intern’s Bookshelf
b y T. K a y B r o w n i n g , M i n i s t e r i a l I n t e r n

Learning to Be White: Money, Race and God in America by Thandeka
By the time you are reading this we have hopefully
helped to make the Rev. Dr. Thandeka a household
name at FUS. Her upcoming public lecture and
workshop have just been announced at the time of
the writing of this article, and hopefully it is on your
calendars and on your minds.
In my Martin Luther King, Jr. sermon on January 13th
and 14th I used selections from Thandeka’s book,
Learning to be White, to talk about how to move
toward true inclusivity. But I have a lot more to say
about this book than what I was able to include in the
sermon, so I am gladly returning to it in this article.
Thandeka’s core teaching is that when we come to
understand how all our identities are shaped by our
racial identity, even if that identity is “white,” and
therefore often considered neutral by default, we can
then move forward to begin to dismantle the “us and
them” framework that hampers so much of the racial
justice work we do. Even as we educate ourselves
to understand the realities of socially constructed
racial difference and how this evil structures society,
we must keep in mind that this divisive lie must be
exposed and discarded.
One of the most enlightening sections of the book
for me was Thandeka’s analysis of why civil rights
have seemed to halt or go backwards since the Civil
Rights Movement. She is clear in asserting that King
and other leaders did a masterful job of exposing
white guilt, the hypocrisy of a Christianity that was
being used to justify systematic oppression, but that
the power of white shame remained unappreciated.
In fact, one of Thandeka’s core conclusions is that
one of the primary results of the Civil Rights Movement was to “expose a [white] self that that had
already been radically brutalized by its own white
community. Its (racial) personhood had already been
imposed through subordination. The price for the
right to be white had already been exacted: wholeness. What remained was a self that was conflicted
and fearful of another racial assault.This fragmented,

T. Kay

conflicted self would not normally think of itself
as white, except when confronted by a ‘black’ or
some racial ‘alien’…because the experience of
becoming white was too traumatic to retain in
consciousness.” (87)
The shock of being consistently confronted with a
whiteness that had gone unquestioned (by force)
since before the founding of the nation caused a
deep backlash of enforcement of white identity
that continues to shape the nation to this day.
What Thandeka insists that we understand is that
whiteness is preserved in our society through a
complex and deeply entrenched system of shaming of whites by other whites at a very early age
to ensure racial compliance, resulting in a “deeply
private feeling of not being at home within one’s
own white community.” (13)
Because for so long whiteness had been a “vested
interest” controlled by the powerful, they could
threaten this core identity, or better yet, make it
seem like those asking for basic rights and moral
treatment were in fact attacking whiteness itself.
This tactic clearly continues today. Liberal attempts
at colorblindness or distancing themselves from
“bad whiteness” only exacerbates the problem. I,
for one, am very excited to see what a deep conversation about these “wages of whiteness” can do
for our community.
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Wright the Roof: Update on Project
b y D a v e We b e r , O w n e r ’s R e p r e s e n t a t i v e

Although there is nothing to see, the restoration of the Landmark roof is moving into active
planning. After sending out six prospectuses and receiving two bids, we have engaged J. H. Findorff as our Construction Manager. They will be responsible for hiring engineers and designers,
and involving FUS in the planning phase. Findorff built the Atrium addition, and we are pleased
to be working with them again.
From now until warm weather, the only noticeable activity will be the presence of more people
with clipboards and measuring devices poking around. Some may be wearing hardhats, but that
is just the way they dress. The measuring will include a laser scanning of the attic space, which
will give positions of the truss work accurate to 1/64 of an inch.
Our intent is to be finished by the end of September while keeping disruption to a minimum. I
will keep the community informed as the plans and schedule become more definite.
I can best be reached at davew@fusmadison.org

Save the Date: Friday, May 4, 2018
Cruise @ Cabaret
T h i s y e a r, C a b a r e t w i l l f e a t u r e a
cruising theme!
We a r y o u r f a v o r i t e c r u i s e a t t i r e
& join the celebration on
May 4 from 6pm - 9pm.
For more information, contact
M o l l y Ke l l y : m o l l y k @ f u s m a d i s o n . o r g .

Rediscover FUS
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b y F U S A n n u a l C a m p a i g n Te a m

Many of us turn to the computer to get answers to questions, get directions and perhaps occasionally to seek
inspiration. During such a search, I came across a website entitled, Network for Good. I read, “Giving isn’t a business transaction. It’s a human connection.” As we enter our Annual Campaign, this statement has a great deal of
meaning. The website cites some of the top reasons that people donate money. Do these resonate with you?
• Someone I know asked me to give, and I wanted to help them.
• I felt emotionally moved by someone’s story.
• I want to feel I’m not powerless in the face of need and can help.
• I want to feel I’m changing someone’s life.
• I feel a sense of closeness to a community or group.
• It makes me feel connected to other people and builds my social network.
• I want to leave a legacy that perpetuates me, my ideals or my cause.
• I feel fortunate and want to give something back to others.
How would you answer the question, “Why do you give?” Have you ever felt moved by someone sharing an
experience or hearing a sermon? Do you feel a sense of community through FUS, or feel connected with
fellow members?
As you know, the Annual Campaign’s leading purpose is to support the annual operating fund, so that we can
sustain and enhance our regular programming and operational activities.These endeavors include our Religious
Education department and Social Justice programs. Operationally, we need to keep the lights on, and compensate
our staff. We launch our campaign with the Weekend of Promise, a time when we commit anew to financially
support our beloved congregation. Join fellow community members in communicating your giving intentions
for the coming fiscal year, on Saturday, March 3 and Sunday, March 4.
This year’s Annual Campaign will be co-chaired by Lari Fanlund and Larry Johnson. The theme is Rediscover
FUS: the Fire within us, the Unity among us, and the Strength beyond us. During a year that will bring transition
for the FUS community, it is a time for members to lean in and to reflect on what is valuable to each of us.
One way that the 2018-2019 campaign hopes to empower us to achieve these goals of strengthening, uniting
and connecting to our best selves, is by ensuring that our institution’s “human capital” is adequately honored for
their contributions. Did you know that the UUA provides very clear staff compensation guidelines based on a
thorough understanding our community’s cost of living? The UUA stresses the importance of viewing adequate
compensation as alignment with our principles of justice and equity. In addition, we recognize that meeting
UUA salary recommendations can help increase the likelihood that we retain staff with fair compensation.
Unfortunately, our staff compensation is currently significantly below UUA recommendations. This year’s
budget for staff salaries was $882,343. In order to be in line with our denomination’s guidelines, we’d need to
increase compensation to $992,508. This is a $110,165, or an 8%, increase. These numbers take into account
the highly skilled and experienced Interim Minister and Music Director that will soon join our community, and
who deserve to be welcomed with fair compensation.
Accordingly, we’d like to ask you, our members, to pledge additional funds, above what you are already contemplating to directly sustain our programs, in order to move salaries in the direction of the UUA guidelines.
If 400 members pledge $20 more a month, we could raise staff wages to more closely align with the UUA
salary recommendations. Doing so would provide a significant benefit to FUS. If we can’t enact fair wages in
our faith communities, where can we?
Your additional pledge will ensure that our actions align with our principles regarding compensation as staff
continue to provide quality service and devote the initiative necessary to the growth and development of FUS
services in the future.
Source information:  https://www.networkforgood.com/nonprofitblog/how-to-get-non-profit-donations/
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Bringing It Home

b y Ke l l y J . C ro c ke r, M i n i s t e r o f C o n g r e g a t i o n a l L i f e

The Courage to Fly
Courage is a big word and we often only relate it to
huge acts of daring and many times we wouldn’t use it
to describe ourselves. Maybe that comes from how we
hold the word courage.The word itself is derived from
the Latin cor, meaning heart. Maybe courage isn’t as
much about heroism as it is about moving in the direction of becoming our best selves: to be connected,
contributing members of our community. Sometimes
that might manifest as a heroic rescue, or a bold and
daring act. Most of the time, though, courage is quieter.
Courage is welcoming a new neighbor, bringing food
to a friend who is sick, speaking out when a friend is
being taunted or hurt, sharing your sandwich with a
friend at school who forgot her lunch, or picking up
garbage not because you dropped it but because it is
the right thing to do.
Our world needs courageous people. Not people willing to do huge acts but people willing to do the small
things each day that make our world a kinder, gentler
place for all. We can help our kids (and maybe ourselves in the process) see themselves as courageous
and take on that feeling of being able to change the
world in small yet significant ways each day.

Kelly

Create Your Own Superhero
Superheroes are brave and strong and courageous,
right? Take this opportunity to create your own
superhero – what would their superpower be? How
would they defeat villains? What do they do when
they are afraid? If your children are having fun creating superheroes, have them turn themselves into an
“ordinary superhero.” How can you be a superhero
at school? What daily acts of courage and kindness
can you do to promote justice and freedom? Have
fun with this one and you can use it as a great way
to talk with kids about the everyday acts that make
them courageous.
Finding Our Courage

Start a discussion by asking each family member
In his 1969 poem, Come to the Edge, the English poet
what scares them, frightens them, or makes them
Christopher Logue wrote of the necessity of such
feel afraid. Make sure the grown-ups answer as well
teaching:
as the kids. Make a list of what everyone says causes
“Come to the edge.
them fear. Then find out what strategies they have
We might fall.
to combat fear and uncover courage.
Come to the edge.
It’s too high!
Fold a piece of paper with two sides folded to meet
COME TO THE EDGE!
in the middle, as if you were folding it into two
And they came,
doors that can open on the front. On one side, it
and he pushed,
can say and show “I used to be afraid of…” and on
and they flew.”
the other it can say and show “But then I tried…”.
On the inside they can write and draw “Now I am
Children have a remarkable capacity for courage as
COURAGEOUS!”
do we. Sometimes all that is needed is a push in order
to fly.
Chalice Lighting
To face the world’s shadows, a chalice of light.
To face the world’s coldness, a chalice of warmth.
To face the world’s terrors, a chalice of courage.
To face the world’s turmoil, a chalice of peace.
May its glow fill our spirits, our hearts, and our lives.
-Rev. Lindsay Bates
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Hard Questions?

by Tim Cordon, Social Justice Coordinator

What is happening? Why are things so out of control? Why are we bombing poor people, planning
for nuclear war, and failing to respond to the clear
and scientific consensus that our world is warming
at a catastrophic rate? Why do we not see that our
window of opportunity is closing? Why can’t we see
that we are dangerously confused and the prognosis
isn’t good? Or, why do we accept this?
How do we continue planning our next vacation,
remodeling our kitchens, or the purchasing our
next luxury vehicle? Why are we not asking every
person we know to help us, now? How hot and long
will the fires burn before we form a bucket passing
brigade? And what do we say to the young ones?
Will we ever be able to offer real hope, or anything
more meaningful than a regretful apology?
Perhaps you are thinking, “Who wants to read this
finger pointing, negative, alarmist rant?” Believe me,
I don’t want to be writing it. I don’t want to be the
guy you avoid, the serious “Chicken Little” who
keeps insisting that the sky is falling.
Really, I’m a profound optimist. I believe that we will
win. I believe that more and more of us are asking
the hard questions and we are less and less willing
to settle for anything less than real solutions.
In my bones, I know that unity is our best hope.
That in order to heal the wounds of genocide, torture, enslavement, rape, and every form of violent
oppression that we carry in our DNA and collective
conscience, we must be strong and take the helm
of what Joanna Macy calls “the Great Turning.” Only
when we draw our circle so wide that no one is left
out, will we have the fertile bed that we need for
sowing seeds of lasting and real peace.

Tim

Wisconsin Unitarian Universalist groups, the Wisconsin Network for Peace, Justice and Sustainability,
Family Farm Defenders, Call For Peace, Nukewatch,
and the Wisconsin Grassroots Network.
With two public events under our belt and two
more scheduled in the next three weeks, we are
at the nascent stage of finding each other, sharing
information, ideas, and vision, and going deeper as
a united force for the common good. What we will
do and how we will do it is still to be determined.
But we are beginning to make the first steps in a
meaningful commitment to go beyond our own selfinterest and single issues to finding the synergistic
power of unity.
This is the most critical challenge of our time. I
believe that we are ready to meet it together. What
else can we do…really?
To learn more about how we at FUS can better
support the Building Unity Movement, write to
BuildingUnityWI@gmail.com.
One People, One Planet, One Love!

In January, Wisconsin launched what, for now, we are
calling the Building Unity Movement (BUM). In just
over a month, this movement has grown to include

“Efforts and courage are not enough without purpose and direction.”
~ John F. Kennedy
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Adult Religious Education

by Janet Swanson, Director of Adult Spiritual Programs

“I am going to try to pay attention to the spring. I am going to look around at
all the flowers, and look up at the hectic trees. I am going to close my eyes and
listen.”								-Anne Lamott
Welcome, Spring! As we return to the season of renewal and growth, we
invite you to participate in the adult religious education classes that begin in
March and April. Join in active learning and sharing as we move into the days
of longer light and birdsong. Life abounds in this faith community. Add your
energy to it!
Yours in promise and faith,
Janet

Writing as a Commitment to Racial Justice
with Araceli Esparza on Thursday mornings, March
8, 15, 22 from 10 to 11 am. $25 (pledged) or $30
(non-pledged). Welcome to a contemplative writing
course which will explore multicultural writers, and
invites you to reconnect to racial justice literature.
Welcoming Spring with Pysanky, Ukrainian
Easter Eggs
with Suzanne Buchko on Saturday, March 17 from
9:30 am to noon. $15 fee or $20 maximum fee for
families. Come spend a morning learning to make the
traditional Easter eggs of eastern Europe. Pysanky!
Patience and time are the only requirements to learn
to write on eggs with beeswax. Recommended for
adults and children over 12 (please contact Suzanne
to see if it is appropriate for younger exceptions).
Mindfulness and the Dharma
with Dave and Lori Creswell on Tuesdays, April 3,
10, 17, 24 from 6:30 - 8:30 pm. $30 (pledged) or $40
(non-pledged). Are you interested in beginning a
meditation practice? Could your current practice use
a tune-up? In this class, we will explore the powerful
technique of meditation that emphasizes mindfulness
immersed in the body and breath.
More information can be found online at
www.fusmadison.org/spiritual-programs/classes/

Janet

“Facing the World with Hope”
FUS Annual Spiritual Retreat
with the Rev. Kelly Crocker, the Rev. Scott Gerard
Prinster, and Janet Swanson
Friday, April 20, 6:30 - 9 pm
& Saturday, April 21, 9 am - 4 pm
Holy Wisdom Monastery, Middleton, WI
$50 pledged/$75 non-pledged
We are living in difficult times and many of us are
experiencing daily frustration and even despair. How
might we respond to today’s challenges and continue
our work in the world without burning out, numbing
out, or losing heart? How do we hang on to hope
and find a way of living with purpose, helping to bring
about the kind of world of which we dream?
This interactive retreat at Holy Wisdom Monastery
will help you transform fear and despair into inspiration and empowerment. Learning from the work
of Joanna Macy, eco-philosopher, author and activist,
we will experience the healing power of gratitude,
find compassion in honoring our pain for the world,
embrace our connection to each other and all life
on this planet, and realize our potential to make a
difference.This retreat will include experiential practices, time outdoors, movement, song, inspirational
readings, and simple rituals. You will be engaged,
invigorated for the work ahead, and given tools for
dealing with the challenges of living in difficult times.
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Interim Search Update

by Edward Zapala, Interim Search Committee Member

The Interim Minister Search Task Force has had a busy
several months laying the groundwork for the selection of
an Interim Minister to begin in Fall 2018, following Michael
Schuler’s June retirement. Here is an update describing
what we’ve accomplished since the Task Force convened
in October 2017 and what’s ahead.
Per our governance model, the Board oversees the work
of the Task Force, reviewing/approving our work plan and
receiving regular updates on our progress. We have been in
contact with the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA)
as well as our UUA Midwest Regional office to better
understand the process and have created a packet to give
candidates an understanding of our congregation. Through
informal contacts and the Large Congregation Presidents
Forum, we’ve had extensive conversations with congregations that have recently had Interim Ministers.
We have been strongly advised to discern and clearly
express what we need from an Interim Minister to get the
most out of the opportunities that come with this two-year
period of deeper reflection. To this end, we have:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Interviewed senior staff (Michael, Kelly, and Monica) to
clarify the role of the Senior Minister.
Talked with staff to gather their perceptions and hear
how the Board and congregation can best support their
work during the interim.
Reacquainted ourselves with the Board Policies and
Congregational Bylaws to assure that decisions fall
within the boundaries of those documents.
Provided an update for the February 11 Parish meeting.
Made recommendations for the Board to consider in
defining the role of the Interim Minister.
Offered two one-session classes, in tandem with Board
Trustees, through the Adult RE offerings (“What Is
Interim Ministry?”).

What’s next?
Following the timeline set by the UUA,
matchmaking between congregations and
potential candidates takes place in late
April to mid-May. The Task Force will have
about 10 days to screen and interview
before recommending our top choice to
the Board, which makes the final decision
and plans to make an offer on May 11.
There are provisions for additional rounds
if needed.
In the meantime, the Board will develop
the framework for the contract with our
Interim Minister. After we say goodbye
to Michael and Trina, we will prepare for
the arrival of the Interim Minister. Further
down the road, about six months into the
two-year interim period, the Board will
appoint a Task Force to select the new
minister, who will join us in Fall 2020.
While we hope this update answers at
least a few of your questions, we recognize
that you will have many, many more. Members of the Interim Minister Search Task
Force will be available in the Commons
after services on the following weekends:
February 24/25, March 10/11, March
24/25, and March 30/April 1. Members of
the Board will have a table on alternate
weekends. The Board and the Task Force
welcome your questions, comments, and
reflections as we move together through
this important transition in the life of our
congregation.

“In struggling with misfortune s lie s the true proof of virtue.”
~William Shakespeare
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Volunteer Spotlight: Newsletter Assembly Team
by Monica O’Brien, FUS Member & Brittany Crawford, Communications Coordinator

On the last Monday of every month, a group of committed volunteers gathers at FUS to assemble
The Madison Unitarian. Without the Newsletter Assembly Team, distributing printed copies of the
newsletter would be impossible.
I recently asked team member, Monica O’Brien, to share a few words about this hardworking team.
“We all know how important communication is and we are most fortunate in this congregation to
have an online as well as a mailed copy of our monthly church newsletter. The print copy is assembled
(that is, collated, labeled, and bagged for mailing) by a dedicated and amazing group of volunteers.
Most of us have been volunteering for this work for years and we feel very fortunate to be able to
help send out our important church info to folks for whom the paper copy is the preferred method.
One of the team has likened the group to a chalice group. We have wide-ranging discussions as we
work and the spirit of cooperation and helpfulness is truly a blessing.”
Monica goes the extra mile by emailing the group reminders, coming in an extra day to help collate
labels, and even bringing homemade treats for the group! Monica and her husband Jim, another great
newsletter volunteer, joined FUS in 1999 when they moved here from New Rochelle, NY. Monica
and Jim find FUS feels “like coming home” after they left their beloved congregation,The Community
Unitarian Church of White Plains, NY. “We appreciate the wonderful services, music, and all the good
work FUS does in our community as well as the wonderful folks we have met and become friends
with here. We are grateful and feel blessed.”
On a personal note, this wonderful team of volunteers has been invaluable in helping me learn the
ropes as your new Communications Coordinator, and I am grateful to them for their warm welcome.
Like many other groups at FUS, these individuals are working hard behind the scenes to ensure FUS
has much to offer. Thank you!
Members of the Newsletter Assembly Team:
Gail Bliss, Ron Cook, Hatheway Hasler, Frances Johnson, Don Lamb, Dory Lightfoot, Carol Mathis,
Monica O’Brien, Jim O’Brien, Bev Symanski, Pat Smart, and Connie Wiesner.

•
If you would like to offer your time and talents at FUS, please contact Jeanne Sears
at jeannes@fusmadison.org or call her at 233-9774 ext. 116.

“Courage is what it take s to stand up and speak;
courage is also what it take s to sit down and listen.”
~ Winston Churchill
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Gender & Inclusivity

by Brittany Crawford, Communications Coordinator

Gender. Is it something you’ve had to think about?
Perhaps it’s something you’ve never considered.
Perhaps it’s something you think about every single day.
Our mainstream culture has gendered everything from toys
to colors. It’s entwined with sexism, and dictates how we are
supposed to interact with the world.You’ve heard it before:
boys don’t cry and girls aren’t good at math and science. We
learn our gendered roles from the very moment the doctor
assigns our sex.
Some, never have to wonder about gender identity. You
know your identity aligns with what the doctor proclaimed
at your birth.
For some, their assigned gender identity just doesn’t fit.You
might consider yourself a boy, but you’re called “she.” You
might think of yourself as a princess, but you’re supposed to
be the knight in shining armor. You might want to be both
the princess and the knight.You might not want to be either.
If your assigned gender doesn’t match your spirit, there can
be some dark nights of the soul. Seemingly simple things like
using a public restroom become an act of fortitude.
It doesn’t help that the English language isn’t prepared to
handle non-binary gender identities. However, new words and
new language are entering the lexicon every year. Transgender,
genderqueer,  genderfluid, and gender nonconforming are just a
few of the new words and identities we use to talk about
gender.
But what about pronouns? Historically, the English language
says him or her. We’re moving the needle on they to mean a
singular reference in addition to the plural, but it’s still not a
mainstream concept.
As Unitarian Universalists, we wholeheartedly believe in a
free and responsible search for truth, and this includes the
path to finding our true selves. As an inclusive and welcoming
community, we want to ensure our space is open to all

Brittany

gender identities. In this spirit, at FUS
we’re busy creating signs for genderinclusive, single-stall restrooms. Look
for those this month. We’re also going
to offer pronoun stickers for those
who want to wear them on their name
tags. These stickers are intended to let
others know what pronouns you use.
We recognize that for some, claiming
your pronouns might feel like an act of
courage, a moment of celebration, or it
might feel invasive. Please act on what
feels authentic for you.
As we enter the month of March, and
the much-anticipated spring season,
we’ll continue to grow in our knowledge
about gender and gender identities.
We’ll have guest speakers join us, and
information offered during the services
to help us become a more radically
welcoming community.
As we continue our journey as a
community, please check out some of
the resources about gender available
on the UUA website: https://www.uua.
org/lgbtq/identity/transgender.
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Sp e c i a l Se r v i c e s & E a s t e r Su n d a y
There will be no regular Saturday service at 4:30 pm on March 31.

Friday, March 30 - Good Friday - 5 pm in the Landmark Auditorium

Good Friday Vespers: “The Wild Edge of Sorrow” with Kelly J. Crocker

Imagining the family and followers surrounding Jesus at his death I can safely say that they were brought to the edge of
sorrow, despair, and unending grief. On this Good Friday we will look at the life we can create when we embrace the
sorrow and loss in this life and how it can lead us to gratitude, intimacy, and connection. Grief can be transformed into
a powerful force that allows us to live and love more fully.
Sunday, April 1 - Easter Sunday - 9 am in the Atrium Auditorium

“Spring is in the Air: An Easter Family Service” with Kelly J. Crocker & T. Kay Browning

Join us this Easter Sunday for a service for all ages full of story and song. Join us as we celebrate the power of spring to
remind us of new life and transformation. This service will be followed by our annual Easter Egg Hunt on the playground.
Sunday, April 1 - Easter Sunday - 9 & 11 am in the Landmark Auditorium

“Easter and April Fools – An Awkward Juxtaposition?” with Michael A. Schuler

Have you noticed that, in the four canonical Gospels, Jesus never appears to laugh? There have been suggestions that, in
depriving the man from Nazareth of a sense of humor, generations of Biblical interpreters have missed the mark. Does
Christianity have to be so sober? What if the Savior was more a trickster than a martyr?

March Red Letter Days
March 3 & 4 ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Weekend of Promise
March 10 ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������2nd Saturday Potluck
March 20 �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Got Race?: The Rev. Dr. Thandeka’s Public Lecture
March 23 & 24 ������������������������������������������������������������������� Love Beyond Belief: The Rev. Dr. Thandeka’s Workshop

Wheel of Life
Our hearts are with Cara Coburn Faris and her family on the passing of Cara’s dad, James Coburn
on February 7. James deeply loved his family and friends and that love was returned by all who knew
him. He is greatly missed. We send our love to Cara, Alex, Odell and Corinne.
Congratulations to Paul Fanlund on being named publisher of The Capital Times! Paul will continue to be editor of The Cap Times, and we look forward to the continuation of excellent journalism!
With deep gratitude and joy, Jone & Kurt Kiefer and Barbara & Henry Nehls-Lowe announce
the birth of their granddaughter, Cora Abigail Kiefer, born on February 17, 2018 at the U.S. Naval
Air Station Sigonella in Sicily, Italy. Born at 6 lbs 3 oz and 20 inches long, she belongs to her proud
parents, Amanda and Oliver Kiefer. Oliver serves as a U.S. Navy Judge Advocate in Sigonella while
Amanda is the Visiting Nurse for the Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society.
Your contributions to Wheel of Life are invited and appreciated! Call 233-9774, ext. 113.

“It takes unbelievable courage, moral fortitude, to engage in militant nonviolence.”
~ Cornel West

A M o n t h o f Se r v i c e s
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Saturday services are at 4:30 pm in the Landmark Auditorium
Sunday services are at 9 & 11 am in the Atrium Auditorium

March 3 & 4

March 17 & 18

Michael A. Schuler, Senior Minister

Michael A. Schuler, Senior Minister

Sophie Tucker has been quoted as saying
(perhaps inaccurately), “I’ve been rich and I’ve
been poor. Rich is better.” It’s a sentiment any
number of us would endorse. And yet, many
of the world’s spiritual traditions recommend
poverty to their adherents – or at the very
least, a radically simple way of living. Are there
circumstances under which “poor is better?”

The title of these reflections is borrowed from
Scott Russell Sanders, one of my favorite essayists.
During the past year we’ve heard a lot about the
“Resistance,” and the various ways in which concerned citizens have mobilized to push back on
the corporate and political elites who have been
remaking the Republic in their own image. Why
resist? Because if you’re not part of the solution,
you’re part of the problem.

“Holy and Unholy Poverty”

On Saturday, a saxophone quartet led by Rob
Cunningham will provide the special music. For
Sunday, the Festival Choir, Sergei Pavlov, director, will sing.

“The Force of Spirit”

On Saturday, a Jazz Trio, with Jim O’Brien, clarinet;
Laird Marshall, piano, and Marilyn Carien on bass
will play. For Sunday, the Society Choir will sing the
Italian madrigal, Ecco mormorar l’onde, by Claudio
Monteverdi.

March 10 & 11

“Seeing Emotional Labor”
T. Kay Browning, Ministerial Intern
“Emotional labor,” a term coined by Arlie Russell Hochschild in 1983 has exploded in popularity in recent years as we work to understand
how the job field and the home remain deeply
gendered. What is emotional labor? And how
does it help us understand why so much of the
work our society claims to value–such as teaching, caregiving and domestic labor–remains so
poorly compensated?
On Saturday, the Cherub and Chorister
Choirs will sing, and on Sunday, the Teen Choir,
directed by Heather Thorpe, will sing.

March 24 & 25

“Sowing Doubt”
Michael A. Schuler, Senior Minister
As Unitarian Universalists we are encouraged to
“cherish our doubts, for doubt is the handmaiden of
truth.” In an age when slick marketing and elaborate
scams abound, a healthy skepticism would seem to
be in order. But doubt can also be a two-edged
sword when used to sow confusion about the true
nature of things.
On Saturday, a celtic harp trio with Rachel Avery,
Karen Roberts, and Linda Warren will play, and on
Sunday, the Meeting House Chorus will sing Elizabeth Alexander’s Cherish Your Doubt and the celtic
harp trio will play.

“Fortitude is the capacity to say no when the world wants to hear ye s.”
~ Erich Fromm
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For Courage

by John O’Donohue

When the light around you lessens
And your thoughts darken until
Your body feels fear turn
Cold as a stone inside,
When you find yourself bereft
Of any belief in yourself
And all you unknowingly
Leaned on has fallen,
When one voice commands
Your whole heart,
And it is raven dark,
Steady yourself and see
That it is your own thinking
That darkens your world,
Search and you will find
A diamond-thought of light,
Know that you are not alone
And that this darkness has purpose;
Gradually it will school your eyes
To find the one gift your life requires
Hidden within this night-corner.

Invoke the learning
Of every suffering
You have suffered.
Close your eyes.
Gather all the kindling
About your heart
To create one spark.
That is all you need
To nourish the flame
That will cleanse the dark
Of its weight of festered fear.
A new confidence will come alive
To urge you toward higher ground
For your imagination
Will learn to engage difficulty
As its most rewarding threshold!


